
How to use MovieQuickMaker

To save a sprite, select the region you 
want to save and drag and drop it to the 
frame view with pushing the command 
key(⌘). Or, just push the frame or sprite add 
button [+].

Image view 
The read picture is displayed. 
Animation is created based on this picture. Frame view

Display the frame which is selected at frame list.

Frame settings

Display the settings of the frame which is 
selected at frame list.

You can make an animation with the combination of the sprite 
patterns and an image. The animation you made here can be saved 
as GIF animation or QuickTime movie.

Sprite settings

Display the settings of the sprite which is 
selected at sprite list.

Frame list

Display the list of the saved 
frame.

Sprite list
Display the sprite list of the 
frame selected at frame list.
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Frame size
Adjust the frame size.

Frame image

Adjust the sprite position by dragging.

Change the frame

Change the frame to be displayed.

Animation start/stop

Start and stop the animation.
Check the checkbox and the frames at the 
sequence list will be played.

Color setting

Set the color of the frame background.

Save animation

You can save the animation in the below 
format;

・GIF animation 

・QuickTime movie 

・Still image format
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Frame delay time (second)

Set the frame delay time.

Frame list

Display the list of the saved frame.

Frame adding/deleting/order

You can add and delete a frame and change the order.

Copy the frame

Make a copy of the selected frame.

Sprite adding/deleting/order

You can add and delete a sprite and change the order. You can 
save the selected region of the image as a sprite.

Copy the sprite

Make a copy of the selected sprite.

Sprite positioning

Adjust the coordinate.

Sprite clip region

Select the region to be a sprite.

Vertical/Horizontal reverse

Check the checkbox to reverse vertically or horizontally.

Sprite transparent degree

Adjust the transparent degree of the sprite.

Sprite rotation angle

Adjust the sprite rotation angle.

Sprite magnification percentage

Adjust the sprite magnification percentage.

Sprite list
Display the sprite list of the frame selected at frame list.


